
STEWARDS REPORT 
 

SEOUL RACECOURSE 
 

Sunday 31st January 2010 
 

Weather: Fine 
Track:  11% 

 
 
Stewards: Byung-sun Kim (Chairman), Kwang Ho Lee, James Perry, In-wook 

Hwang, T B Oh, Bae Young-phil 
 
 
RACE ONE:  CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1400 METRES 
In the home straight Choi Won Joon (BEAUTEOUSNESS) dropped his whip. Given his 
record in regards to this offence he was fined W100,000. A post race veterinary 
examination of MR. ROCKY and GREAT KINGDOM did not reveal any abnormality. 
A swab sample was taken from MR. ROCKY. GREAT KINGDOM was beaten in 
excess of 42 lengths so, in accordance with the KRA policy, he was disqualified from the 
race and will be ineligible to race for 2 months for not being competitive. Lee Gi Woong 
(CHART ONE) was reprimanded for shifting in 100m after the start when not clear of 
BEAUTEOUSNESS which was steadied. Toshiyuki Katoh (CHEONSAUI HIM) was 
warned for carelessly allowing his mount to shift out in the early part of the home straight 
resulting in HAEKBISANG being hampered. Choi Won Joon was warned for carelessly 
allowing his mount to shift in near the 800m resulting in BEAUTEOUSNESS being 
inconvenienced. BEAUTEOUSNESS hung out when racing in the home straight and a 
warning was issued.  
 
RACE TWO: CLASS 5- DOMESTIC BRED – 1300 METRES 
GEUMBIT SINHWA was an early scratching when it was revealed that the mare was 
lame in the off foreleg. NAGEUNE jumped awkwardly and lost ground at the start.  
 
RACE THREE: CLASS 6 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1200 METRES 
Following this race Lee Gi Hweoi (BEAU IDEAL) reported that he had sustained an 
injury to his left ankle when in the barrier stall prior to the start and would not be fit to 
fulfill his remaining riding engagements. MARBLE RUNNER hung in shortly after the 
start and lost ground. 
 
RACE FOUR: CLASS 4 - FOREIGN BRED – 1200 METRES 
Lee Dong Kug (MUHANTUHON) was fined W20,000 for careless riding in that near 
the 800m he permitted his mount to shift in when not clear of SAOKDO and HIGHEST 
LEVEL which were checked.  
 
RACE FIVE: CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1000 METRES 



HEUKGYEONG was an early scratching when it sustained an injury to its jaw. A post 
race veterinary examination of SUPER CLASS did not reveal any abnormality and a 
swab sample was taken.  
 
RACE SIX: CLASS 5 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1300 METRES 
RED MONSTER was a scratching when it was revealed that the colt was lame in near 
fore leg. SPEEDMINE was difficult to load in the barrier and must undergo a stall test 
prior to its next. When questioned, Moon Se Young (GEOMEUNDOKSURI) stated that 
he was instructed to race in a handy position but that it was important that he obtain cover. 
He stated that in the middle stages he was held up and unable to progress forward as 
quickly as he would have hoped. He stated that once in the home straight 
GEOMEUNDOKSURI ran on only fairly to the finish and seemed to resent the sand 
kickback throughout the race. A post race veterinary examination of 
GEOMEUNDOKSURI did not reveal any abnormality and a swab sample was taken. A 
post race veterinary examination of WHITE VOLPONY did not reveal any abnormality. 
A post race veterinary examination of BULKOCHYEOWANG revealed the filly to 
have a crack in its off hind hoof. A post race veterinary examination of SPEEPMINE 
revealed the filly to have a fracture in it’s near fore leg. Acting on veterinary advice 
SPEEDMINE will be retired from racing. Choi Bum Hyun (WINNER CHOICE) was 
reprimanded for careless riding in that near the 1150m he permitted his mount to shift in 
when not clear of CHEONDANUIBYEOL which was steadied.  
 
RACE SEVEN: CLASS 3 – FOREIGN BRED  - 1700 METRES 
Trainer Park Chun Seo (NAGAMBI ARAZI) was fined W50,000 for the late 
notification of a change of gear on the gelding. NAGAMBI ARAZI was fractious in the 
barrier and must undergo a stall test prior to its next start. HWANHUIUI HAMSEONG 
reared as the gates opened and shifted out crowding PRECISE WIN with both runners 
losing ground. A post race veterinary examination of HEUKBYEOL and NAGAMBI 
ARAZI did not reveal any abnormality. NAGAMBI ARAZI was beaten in excess of 42 
lengths so, in accordance with the KRA policy, the gelding was disqualified and will be 
ineligible to race for 2 months for not being competitive. HWANHUIUI HAMSEONG 
cast its near fore plate in running.   
 
RACE EIGHT: CLASS 3 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1800 METRES 
Approaching the first turn CHEONSON (Jo In Kwen) lay in away from DAE HIT and 
crowded URI MANSE and GORGEOUSNESS which were steadied. Jo In Kwen was 
advised that although his mount was laying in he was to make every effort to keep his 
mounts straight in future. CROWN YEOGEOL was fractious in the barrier prior to the 
start and was slowly away (3L). A post race veterinary examination of FINE STRONG 
did not reveal any abnormality. 
 
RACE NINE: CLASS 2 – DOMESTIC BRED - 1900 METRES 
When questioned, Moon Se Young (HAEBIT CHUKJE) stated that his mount never felt 
comfortable throughout the race and dropped the bit and began to give ground from the 
700m. He expressed disappointment with the performance of the mare which failed to run 
on at all in the home straight. A post race veterinary examination of HAEBIT CHUKJE 



did not reveal any abnormality and a swab sample was taken. Jo In Kwen 
(HWANGJEDEUNGGEUK) was fined W30,000 for accidentally dropping his whip 
near the 300m 
 
RACE TEN: CLASS 1 – FOREIGN BRED – 2000 METRES 
Moon Jung Kyun (ANGEL PEGASUS) was fined W20,000 for careless riding in that in 
near the 300m he permitted his mount to shift out for a short distance resulting in a bump 
to PRINCE MINARDI which was carried wider on the track for a short distance. 
 
RACE ELEVEN: CLASS 4 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1400 METRES 
PERFECT DREAMER was slowly away (3L). SEOUL MYEONGMUN stood 
flatfooted at the start and lost considerable ground (6L) and it will be required to undergo 
a stall test prior to its next start. 
 
RIDING CHANGES 
Ham Wan Sik was indisposed due to a back injury and the following rider substitutions 
were allowed. 
Race 2   BONSOL    Jung Ki Yong 
Race 3   MASKAN    Yoo Seung Wan 
Race 4   COMPLETE POWER  Jung Ki Yong 
Race 5   VICTORY    Park Byeong Yun 
Race 6   BULKKOCHYEOWANG  Park Si Cheon 
Race 7   CAPTAIN HERO   Cho Kyoung Ho 
Race 11  SEOUL MYEONGMUN  Lee Sang Hyeok 
 
Lee Jun Dong injured his knee during yesterday mornings track work session and was not 
able to fulfill his riding engagements. Stewards permitted the following replacements. 
Race 2   RACE TERROR   Lee Dong Kug 
Race 6   NICE KEEPING   Kim Dong Min 
Race 11  THUNDER WOMAN  Lee Dong Kug 
 
Yoo Jae Pil was indisposed due to illness so Stewards permitted the following rider 
substitutions. 
Race 7   NAGAMBI ARZAI   Jo In Kwen 
Race 8   CHEONSON    Jo In Kwen 
Race 9   HWANGJEDEUNGGEUK  Jo In Kwen 
 
Following race three Lee Gi Hweoi (BEAU IDEAL) reported that he had sustained an 
injury to his left ankle when in the barrier stall prior to the start and would not be fit to 
fulfill his remaining riding engagements. 
Race 8   JEIL BEONJJEOK   Jung Ki Yong 
Race 9   LUCKY MAN   Choi Won Joon 
Race 10  HWANGGEUM DWAEJI  Park Byeong Yun 
 
 



In addition to the swab samples noted above, all the first three place getters in each 
race were sent to be swabbed. 
 
 


